The Scouting Report developed by Don Reynolds Professional Baseball
Group aims at providing athletes a snapshot of where their skills are
currently and where their skills can take them in the future. The goal
is to give athletes the grounds to improve their game with specific
instruction from some of the best scouting talent in the nation.

TC Top Prospects works with Don Reynolds Professional Baseball Group who provide
a collaborative effort on every Scouting Report they produce. With over 200 years of
scouting experience from a group of 10+ scouts, they can create a unique scouting
report for every athlete. Each report provides a projection of talent, specific instruction
for improvement, and baseline rankings for each subcategory of scouting.
These rankings are on a 1 to 5 scale, with 3 being average.
College Sports Evaluation produces objective data to give athletes insight into where
their skills are currently. In addition, the data in the report can provide hard metrics
on hitting and overall athleticism. Combining the objective and subjective data allows
athletes to see where their strengths and weaknesses are and improve their overall
game. Objective measurement was taken at the camp portion of the weekend on
September 16th. If you did not attend, you won't see that portion of the report.
The results from this report are based solely on how the athlete performed in one day. Other factors play into
skill level, and the report does not reflect the ability to improve or regress.
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Don Reynolds Professional Baseball Group
TC Top Prospects
ATHLETIC SKILLS
Feet

Hands

Reactions

4 - Slightly Above Average

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

Very deliberate. Balanced. Some effort to
his stride. athletic. Will continue to
Sure handed. Athletic. (Saw only as DH due
improve with maturity. Would recommend
to arm injury.)
jumping rope as part of preparation.

Athletic. Explosive. More strength than
smooth, but is fluid. Will continue to
improve with maturity.

Body Control

Strength

Physical Development

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

Above average natural athlete. Fluid with
natural strength and explosiveness. Now
with future improvement with maturity.

Excellent frame and athlete. Muscular
definition. Natural strong. Impressive.

Well above average athlete. Now
impressive and above averge athlete with
further development to come with
maturity and proper work.

BASEBALL SKILLS
Range

Running

Arm Strength

Fielding

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

4 - Slightly Above Average

Strong stride. Heel toe runner. Smooth
Explosive and athletic. Balanced with solid
stride. Upright runner. Quick acceleration. From previous evaluation. (Did not see him Athlete (From previous evaluation. Saw as
feet. (From previous evaluation. Saw as DH,
throw. Only saw as DH, due to arm injury.)
DH, due to arm injury).
Now runner with further upside. 4.50
due to arm injury).
down 1B line & 3.65 on Stolen Base.

Arm Accuracy

Hitting Ability

Power Potential

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

5 - Above Average

High hands in tight between shoulder and neck. 45 degree bat angle. Upright wide straight
stance. Very aggressive at bat. Above average bat speed with solid jump to ball off bat. Fringe
average now rhythm with chance to improve. Gets hooky in swing, releasing bat too deep in
From previous evaluation. (Did not see him body; uses shoulders too much, needs to use his hands more and control his body. Way too
throw. Only saw as DH, due to arm injury.) much upercut, must learn to get down and through the ball. We discussed it, and he showed
great aptitude and made immediate adjustments. Must continue to improve and make it a
natural reflex. Now ability with a strong chance to improve substantially with work and natural
maturity.

Straight away to pul loft power, must get
more of a line drive approach. Good
leverage and extension. Ball has solid jump
off bat. Very strong natural athlete. Now
with upside.

SUMMARY/NOTES
Top notch athlete. Natural strength and body control, along with now run ability. Impressive ability to swing the bat. Overall hitters instincts must improve, and will as he gets
more game at bats and matures. Impressive makeup. Is very mature, controlled, and focused. Aggressive but under control. This kid is the real deal. It was a pleasure to be
around him. If he keeps working has a bright future ahead of him.

Please note, the Scouting Report and Summary portions of the Player Evaluation are meant to be a projection of where you could play. The Objective Data portion of the Player Evaluation is meant to show you where you are at currently with your
skill set. The goal is to use both objective and subjective data to build your current skill set into what you potentially could be.

